
 

 

 

frantic - Summer 22 (Single, Release 17.6.) 

«Life is rushing through our veins, our hearts beat fast and strong!» 

Life is pulsating again and frantic have definitely arrived in summer 2022. And not only 

that - they have the right soundtrack with them. After a remix EP in May and while still 

working on the upcoming EP «Owls & Birds», the four men and the lady from Eastern 

Switzerland surprisingly release their first brand new song «Summer 22». Once again, 

frantic pack real-life situations into wonderful indie pop with supporting melodies and a 

clear, no-frills rhythm. «Summer 22 – how about you?» How do you imagine your 

summer 22? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

frantic on Summer 22: 

Summer is finally here! How did we miss this time! A lot was questioned, cleared out, 

big plans were made on a small scale, sails were reset and the familiar was built on. 

And now it's here, the summer of 22; loving, pulsating and clear, a little embarrassed, 

special and hopeful - oh, how colorfully we painted this summer! And you? How does 

your summer 22 look like? 



 

 

frantic 

With their debut «Change» (2007), the four gentlemen and the lady from Eastern 

Switzerland surprisingly managed to make the big leap: frantic were chosen by the 

SRF3 music editors (Swiss National Radio) as Swiss Top Candidate. Three more 

albums followed and with them regular airplay, appearances on TV and radio 

programs, music videos on SRF, Viva and MTV Switzerland, numerous concerts and 

presence in various newspapers, blogs and magazines. The live highlights include the 

performances on the main stages of the Openair St.Gallen or at the Summerdays 

Festival. Some time has passed and the lives of all band members have taken their 

own course. And frantic are still doing what they do best: indie rock, folk and pop in 

search of great melodies! 
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